
INVITING CURATOR  & LOGISTICS PROVIDERS FOR SCIENCE  EXHIBITION

No.140/VCD/CDIT/2019

CDIT proposes to facilitate the conduct of a travelling Science Exhibition by creating public

awareness on sociological and anthropological features and history of gender focussing on the

female body /women as part of the observance of International Women’s Day 2019. The mobile

exhibition which take out from Kasaragod, would visit all the districts in the State within a period

of 15-20 days , culminating in Thiruvananthapuram on 8 March , marking the Women’s Day.

In order to facilitate the program, CDIT invites Technical  and Logistics Providers

A. CURATOR/ TECHNICAL SERVICE PROVIDER

The Technical Provider/ Curator must be capable to provide support for a multi disciplinary travel

exhibition. The exhibition should be thematically curated. The Provider / Curator must have prior

experience in the conduct of science exhibitions. The exhibition should contain medical specimen,

medical illustration, sculptures, customised posters describing the biological , sociological and

anthropological history of women. The Curated content should include medical awareness about

menstruation, puberty, sex education, child birth and gynaecological disorders. The facilities such

as light and sound system required within the exhibition area and outside must be provided by the

Partner.

Interested Parties may submit quotation with details such as concepts of ideas , exhibits ,

illustration, specimen , awareness modules along with  their credential, experience and costing.

B. LOGISTICS PROVIDER

The Logistics Provider must be able to provide all facilities required for the conduct of a mobile

exhibition including a mobile truck turned fully air conditioned  exhibition vehicle ,having a

minimum of 32 feet length, Diesel generator ( 25 KVa) .Statutory requirements such as

government permission  and  fire and safety equipments  are also to be arranged by the Partner .

Interested Logistics Provider may submit quotation with break up and specification of items with

costing.

Interested parties may submit  quotations on or before  12 February 2019 , 3pm to :

The Deputy Director,
Video Communication Division - CDIT,
Russian Centre- Gorkhy Bhavan,
Van Ross Junction,
Thiruvananthapuram.
Phone 0471-2330081.


